Some theorists have argued that the immediate recency effect observed in free recall reflects the emptying out of the contents of a short-term memory buffer (Davelaar, Goshen-Gottstein, Ashkenazi, Haarmann, & Usher, 2005) . Others have argued that immediate recency reflects the properties of temporal context used to cue free recall . We examined immediate free recall of lists with an item from the middle of the list repeated at or near the end. If associative processes contribute to immediate recency, as predicted by the temporal context account, the neighbors of the initial presentation of the repeated item should show enhanced recall at the initial stages of immediate recall. Recall transitions early in output-and even the initiation of recall itself-showed evidence for temporally defined associations that resemble those observed in recall from long-term memory. These results have strong implications for models of the immediate recency effect in free recall.
After more than 30 years of debate, no consensus exists on the nature of the recency effect observed in the immediate recall of a list of words. Theorists in the 1960s and early 1970s (e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Glanzer, 1972) argued that the recall of items presented just a few seconds previously was accomplished by emptying out the contents of a short-term buffer, or short-term store (STS). The discovery of the long-term recency effect observed in delayed recall when a distractor intervenes between each item in the list (Bjork & Whitten, 1974; Glenberg et al., 1980) raised questions about the scope of buffer models of recency. After a period of debate about the empirical status of the long-term recency effect (e.g., Healy & Parker, 2001; Thapar & Greene, 1993; Watkins, Neath, & Sechler, 1989) , a consensus emerged that the long-term recency effect cannot be accounted for by classical notions of STS. This is not to say, however, that the existence of the longterm recency effect contradicts the STS account of immediate recency-Atkinson and Shiffrin certainly never claimed that displacement from STS was the only cause of forgetting (Raaijmakers, 1993) . However, the existence of the long-term recency effect raised the possibility that the immediate and long-term recency effects reflect a common mechanism (Greene, 1986) .
Models that have attempted to provide a common explanation for both immediate and long-term recency have fallen into two classes. Models based on distinctiveness argue that memories are organized on a temporal dimension (Brown, Neath, & Chater, 2007; Murdock, 1960; Nairne, Neath, Serra, & Byun, 1997; Neath & Brown, 2006; Neath & Crowder, 1990) . Long-term recency in this framework is explained as something analogous to a Weber-Fechner law for memory retrieval, in which the end-of-list items stand out from their neighbors if they had been presented even longer ago. Contextual variability models have also been proposed to account for the longterm recency effect. The starting point for these models is that explicit retrieval of items from memory relies on a mental representation that is part of the participants' experience in learning the list but separate from the items on the list per se. Anderson and Bower (1972) , drawing on Estes (1955) , postulated that the encoding contexts of adjacent lists should be more similar to each other than to those of lists separated by a longer duration (see also Mensink & Raaijmakers, 1988; Yntema & Trask, 1963) . This idea of variable encoding context resonated with some early theorists considering the long-term recency effect (Glenberg et al., 1980) ; perhaps a gradually changing encoding environment could account for the long-term recency effect within temporally extended lists as well.
The major limitation of both contextual variability and distinctiveness accounts of the long-term recency effect is that they cannot readily explain the temporally defined associations that form between words presented in a se-ries. Kahana (1996) introduced the conditional response probability as a function of lag (lag-CRP) to measure the probability of free recall transitions as a function of the difference in the encoding serial positions, or lag, between the two items. These temporally defined associations have been shown to exhibit a contiguity effect: Items presented close together in the list tend to be associated. They also exhibit an asymmetry such that forward recall transitions are more likely than backward recall transitions. These properties have been observed across all the major episodic recall paradigms (see Kahana, Howard, & Polyn, in press, for a review).
Whereas variable context models do not have a natural means to predict temporally defined associations, buffer models naturally predict them if the strength of the connection in long-term memory between items that are active together in the buffer is incremented as in the search of associative memory (SAM) implementation of the buffer model (see Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980) . This buffer account of temporally defined associations suffers from the same weakness as does the buffer account of recency effects-temporally defined associations are also observed in continual-distractor free recall, in which a delay filled with a demanding distractor intervenes between all the items in the list (Howard & Kahana, 1999) . If STS is not readily able to explain the long-term recency effect because of the end-of-list distractor, how is it possible that items could be maintained across the interitem distractor interval to allow associations to form between them? Howard and Kahana (1999) proposed a retrieved context model, in which a variable context signal is recovered by the recalled items. According to this view, when an item is recalled it retrieves the state of the contextual signal that obtained when the item was originally presented. This retrieved contextual signal is used as a cue for recall of other items. This retrieved context overlaps to some extent with the encoding context of nearby items in a way analogous to the way in which test context overlaps with the encoding context of items from the end of the list in generating the long-term recency effect. According to this view, the temporally defined associations observed in continual-distractor free recall are analogous to a long-term recency effect, in which recency is measured relative to the just-recalled item. In the temporal context model (TCM), Howard and Kahana refined and formalized this idea (Howard, Fotedar, Datey, & Hasselmo, 2005; Howard, Kahana, & Wingfield, 2006) .
One of the problems that needs to be solved in implementing a retrieved context model is the decision about when to recover context and when to evolve context randomly. TCM solves this problem by assuming that retrieval always takes place, even during study. Context evolves as a consequence of list items, recovering preexperimental contextual information. In a randomly assembled list of words, these uncorrelated contexts mimic the random variation in a variable context model. However, when an item is repeated, retrieval of context induces a correlation between the recovered context and the state of context that obtained when the item was initially studied, leading to contiguity effects. That is, according to TCM, temporal context changes gradually from moment to moment during both study and test as a consequence of the retrieval of prior states of context by items, both studied and recalled. In TCM, repetition of an item can trigger recall of contextual features present during prior encounters with that item. Because these features are part of the encoding context of the repeated items' neighbors, this facilitates recall of items that were previously studied close in time to the repeated item-a contiguity effect. This logic should hold whether the repetition is the consequence of recalling an item or the consequence of a repeated study presentation in the list. Moreover, this contiguity effect should be observed not only during the later stages of delayed recall, but even during the early stages of immediate recall.
Recently, Davelaar et al. (2005) argued that the framework provided by TCM is insufficient to describe dissociations between immediate recency and the long-term recency effect (see also Talmi, Grady, Goshen-Gottstein, & Moscovitch, 2005) . In order to explain these dissociations while also explaining the persistence of recency and contiguity effects across a delay, Davelaar et al. (2005) proposed a hybrid model in which a sophisticated variant of a buffer model of STS was combined with a variable context model of long-term store (LTS). As in classic buffer models, Davelaar et al. attribute the heightened lag-CRP in the early stages of immediate recall to the initial dumping of active items from the short-term memory buffer responsible for the immediate recency effect. Because the items present in the buffer at the time of test will tend to be from the end of the list, successively recalled items early in output will tend to be from nearby serial positions, leading to a contiguity effect. Notably, like previous buffer models, this account argues that the lag-CRP at early stages of immediate free recall is not a consequence of associative processes between successive recalls. That is, according to buffer models of immediate recency, recall of one item from short-term store does not cause recall of the next; rather, the contiguity effect is due to the fact that items from nearby serial positions-in particular the end of the list-happen to occupy the buffer.
Although buffer models and TCM share the prediction that there should be contiguity effects in the early stages of immediate free recall, they are differentiated by their prediction about whether or not the mechanism giving rise to these contiguity effects is genuinely associative. Buffer models, including both the hybrid model (Davelaar et al., 2005) and SAM (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980) , predict that the contiguity effect observed in the lag-CRP in the early stages of free recall should be nonassociative. In contrast, TCM predicts that even in the early stages of immediate free recall, recall of an item can recover contextual information that contributes to the observed contiguity effects. According to TCM, there is a causal relationship between recall of one item and recall of the next, even in immediate recency. In order to differentiate these accounts of immediate recency, we examined the effect on immediate recency of repeating an item from the middle of the list near the end of a list.
ExpEriMEnt
To assess whether temporally defined associative processes play a role in immediate recency, we examined immediate free recall of lists in which an item from the middle of the list was repeated at or near the end of the list. Recall of these experimental lists was compared with control lists that did not include a repeated item.
If TCM's account of serial position effects applies to immediate free recall, then repetition of an item from the middle of the list should result in a recall advantage for neighbors of that item relative to control lists during the first several output positions of the immediate recency effect. When the repeated item is recalled at early output positions, it should recover contextual information from the original presentation of the item. This, in turn, will result in a boost in the probability of recall for neighbors of the original presentation of the repeated item. For instance, if the repeated item were presented at Serial Position 5 and at the end of the list, recall of the repeated item should be followed by enhanced recall of items from Positions 4 and 6 over more remote neighbors of the repeated item (e.g., 3 or 7).
Furthermore, TCM predicts that a similar advantage for the neighbors of the repeated item should be observed in recall initiation. That is, if the fifth item is repeated in the last serial position, the repetition should recover contextual information similar to that observed when the item was initially presented. This information should be part of the contextual cue used to initiate immediate free recall. Because the overlap between this contextual signal and the encoding contexts of the items determines the cue strengths on the first recall attempt, a boost in the probability of initiating immediate free recall with the fourth or sixth item should result.
Method
Participants performed immediate recall of 48 ten-item lists presented under conditions designed to discourage rehearsal. Half of the lists were experimental lists with a repeated item from one of four conditions; each experimental condition contributed 6 lists. In the 5,9 condition, the item presented in Serial Position 5 was repeated at Serial Position 9. In the 5,10 condition, the item presented in Serial Position 5 was repeated in Serial Position 10. Conditions 6,9 and 6,10 repeated the item from Serial Position 6 in Serial Position 9 and Serial Position 10, respectively. The other half of the lists were control lists, without any repeated items. Control lists were included to provide a baseline for performance attributable to the recency effect. 1 We attribute the discrepancy between experimental and control conditions to associative processes mediated by the repeated item. The items composing each list and the order of conditions were randomized separately for each subject.
The selection of experimental conditions was made to minimize strategic factors that might result in different amounts of attention at various serial positions in anticipation of a repeated item. The use of both 5,X and 6,X conditions (as well as the fact that half the lists did not include a repeated item) prevented the participants from anticipating that the item at one particular serial position would be repeated. The use of both X,9 and X,10 conditions ensured that participants would not take the presence of a repeated item as a proxy for a recall initiation cue. Furthermore, the fact that half of the lists contained no repetitions at all would presumably mitigate strategic processing surrounding repeated items.
participants. Two hundred ninety-four participants participated for course credit in an introductory psychology class at Syracuse University.
Materials. Study lists consisted of words chosen without replacement from the noun subset of the Toronto Word Pool (Friendly, Franklin, Hoffman, & Rubin, 1982) . Lists were chosen separately for each subject. Control lists consisted of 10 distinct items. Experimental lists consisted of nine unique words, one of which was repeated appropriate to the condition, as described above.
procedure. Each study word was presented both auditorily and visually. For each study word, participants were required to press one of the control keys to indicate whether the word was concrete or abstract. If participants did not respond within 1,200 msec, the computer would buzz and advance to the next word in the list. When participants responded within 1,200 msec, their answers were recorded and the next word followed after a delay of 500 msec.
After the last item was erased from the screen (typically following a response to the orienting task), the screen remained blank for 500 msec. Following this, a row of asterisks was displayed for 400 msec. Simultaneously, an auditory signal was played over the speaker indicating that participants were to recall as many items from the list as possible, in any order. Participants were then given 30 sec for verbal free recall. Vocal responses were recorded for later scoring with an offline semiautomated parsing algorithm. At the very end of the session, participants were given 5 min for a surprise final free recall test. The results of the final free recall session are discussed elsewhere (Howard, Youker, & Venkatadass, in press ).
results and Discussion
Orienting task. The vast majority of participants performed very well on the orienting task. Three participants who responded to fewer than 0.8 of the study words were excluded from further analysis. The remainder of the participants responded to .9496.002 of the items. The mean response time (RT), to the orienting probes averaged across participants, was 812 6 4 msec. The average SD of the RT was 13961 msec. To assess the quality of participants' responses to the orienting task, we calculated the correlation between participants' concrete/abstract judgments and ratings of concreteness reported by Friendly et al. (1982) . The average correlation was .5696.007, with a range from .13 to .76. Even the lowest of these correlations was significantly different from 0 at the .001 level. We conclude that participants attended to the orienting task, suggesting that resources available for rehearsal would be minimized.
traditional serial position analyses. We conducted a series of analyses on the control data to illustrate benchmark findings from immediate free recall. Figure 1A shows the serial position curve (probability of recall as a function of serial position) for the control data. Although the serial position curve shows a pronounced recency effect typical of immediate free recall experiments, the primacy effect is much more modest than one would expect from studies in which no effort was made to disrupt rehearsal (e.g., Murdock, 1962) . The lack of a primacy effect in the serial position curve suggests that the orienting task and rapid self-paced presentation time were successful in disrupting rehearsal.
Serial position curves for all experimental conditions are shown in Table 1 . Although there is some evidence for associative effects in the probability of recall for the neighbors of the repeated item, these findings could re-flect recall from long-term memory rather than immediate recency.
Previous work has characterized the initiation of recall in immediate recency using the probability of first recall (PFR), a serial position curve calculated for the very first recall participants make. Figure 1B shows the PFR curve calculated for the control condition. As can be seen in the figure, the dominant feature is a monotonically decaying recency effect. Whereas this finding is consistent with other free recall experiments with verbal responses and orienting tasks designed to minimize rehearsal (Howard & Kahana, 1999; Kahana, Howard, Zaromb, & Wingfield, 2002) , other immediate free recall experiments have observed a "plateau" at the end of the list (see the reanalysis of Murdock, 1962 , and Murdock & Okada, 1970 , cited in Laming, 1999 . The plateau is more consistent with what one might expect from retrieval from a fixed capacity STS with a random item selection rule to initiate recall. Figure 1C shows the lag-CRP separated for successive output positions. Curve 1 in Figure 1C describes the transition from the first word recalled to the second word recalled. Similarly, Curve 2 shows the lag-CRP for the transition between the word recalled second and the word recalled third. Consistent with prior findings (Howard & Kahana, 1999; Kahana, 1996) , Figure 1C shows that the lag-CRP gradually decreases in magnitude as recall progresses over the first several output positions. The lag-CRP observed at Output Position 3 is similar to the contiguity effects observed at later output positions in immediate free recall and in delayed recall (Howard & Kahana, 1999; Kahana, 1996; Kahana et al., 2002) in other studies. Figure 1D shows the growth in interresponse times (IRTs) as a function of output position calculated for the control conditions. The IRT is the delay between the time of onset of recall of one word and the onset of its successor. For the purpose of this analysis, we defined the IRT for the first recall as the amount of time from the onset of the recall cue to the initiation of verbal recall of the first item. The curves are separated according to how many words the participant recalled on any particular trial. The analysis in Figure 1D did not treat intrusions or repeated recalls differently from correct recalls. Consistent with prior work (Murdock & Okada, 1970) , the first several recalls are quite fast, followed by a rapid rise in the recall of subsequent items, consistent with a transition from fast retrieval from STS to slower retrieval from LTS (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980) . If this interpretation is correct, Figure 1D suggests that the first three or so recalls are from the buffer on the vast majority of trials on the control lists.
In sum, Figure 1 illustrates that the data from the control condition show all the hallmarks of immediate recency observed in previous work. However, it is possible that although immediate recall of the control lists uses retrieval from STS, the inclusion of a repeated item somehow causes participants to rely on long-term memory in the early stages of immediate free recall.
Associations in early recall transitions. We conducted a series of analyses on the recall transitions in the early stages of immediate recency to determine whether or not associative effects contribute to these transitions and, if so, to determine whether the properties of these temporally defined associations correspond to those observed in recall from long-term memory (Kahana, 1996; Kahana et al., in press ; see also Figure 1C , Output Position 3). For these analyses, we observed the first two recall transitions-the transition from the first-recalled word to the word recalled second, and the transition from the second-recalled word to the word recalled third. If temporally defined associations contribute to these recalls, we would expect to see an excess of recalls to the neighbors of the first presentation of the repeated item in the experimental conditions; for example, in Condition 5,10 we would expect to see an excess of transitions to Serial Position 6 and Serial Position 4 above what we would expect from an account made purely on the basis of recency.
For each of the experimental conditions, we restricted our attention to instances in which the repeated item was the first word in a recall transition and the second item was a correct recall. For each experimental condition, we calculated a separate control measure from the data from the control condition. In this control analysis, we used exactly the same analysis as we used for the corresponding control condition, but relative to transitions from the serial position in the control list corresponding to the serial position of the second repetition of the item in the experimental condition. 2 For instance, in calculating the control measure for the 5,9 condition, we would calculate the probability of recall, following recall of the ninth item from the control list in the first two output positions.
To allow direct comparison with the experimental condition, we also excluded transitions in which the second member of the pair was presented in the serial position of the first presentation of the repeated item. For example, in calculating the control measure for the 5,9 condition, we did not include transitions from the ninth item to the fifth item.
The control measure for each experimental condition estimates the probability of a transition to each serial position that would be expected as a consequence of recency, and also any associative processes relative to the serial position of the second presentation of the repeated item. Any discrepancy between the experimental and control measures around the serial position of the first presentation of the repeated item should be due to temporally defined associations between the repeated item and the neighbors from its initial presentation. Figure 2 shows the results of this analysis for each of the four experimental conditions and the corresponding analysis of the control condition data. The most prominent feature of these data is the pronounced recency effect that extends several serial positions. In addition to the recency effect, however, there also appears to be an increase in the probability of a recall transition from the repeated item to the neighbors of the initial presentation of the repeated item. For instance, in Figure 2A , which displays data from the 6,10 condition, there appears to be an increase in the probability of recall transitions to Serial Position 7 over what was observed in the control data. Examining the curves in Figure 2 , one is readily convinced that there is an associative advantage for serial positions that followed the initial presentation of the repeated items. There are also hints that an effect is observed for the items that preceded the initial presentation of the repeated item. In order to quantify these impressions, as well as examine the nature of these associations in isolation from the recency effect, we undertook subsequent analyses.
The goals of this lag analysis were to collapse the data observed in Figure 2 across conditions and examine the effect of lag to the initial presentation of the repeated item. For instance, if we are examining Condition 5,10, the lag to Serial Position 6 is defined as 11 because Item 6 immediately followed the initial presentation of the repeated item, which came at Serial Position 5. Similarly, the lag to Serial Position 3 would be ]2 because Item 3 preceded the initial presentation of the repeated item in Condition 5,10 by two serial positions.
Lags from different conditions correspond to different serial positions. We took several steps to control for the recency effect in collapsing the data in Figure 2 across conditions. We first calculated the difference between each participant's experimental measure and his or her control measure at each serial position for each condition. We then divided the difference score from each condition by the mean of the control data in that serial position before averaging each lag across conditions. The result is a number that describes the change in the probability of a recall transition from the repeated item to the neighbors of its initial presentation attributable to associative processes. This value is the magnitude of the associative effect expressed as a proportion of the value expected from the control data. For instance, a value of .1 for a particular lag would mean that, across conditions, recall transitions from the repeated item to the item in the appropriate serial position were 10% more likely than the value at that serial position estimated from the control data. The control data include the effect of recency and any associative influence attributable to the item in the serial position corresponding to the repeated item in the corresponding experimental list. Finally, we note that the nature of this measure is such that a positive value at one lag results in a negative value at another lag. Because only one item can be recalled at any transition, if a transition to one item becomes more likely, transitions to other items are, necessarily, less likely. Figure 3 shows the results of this lag analysis. The similarity of the shape of the curve in Figure 3 and the shape of lag-CRP curves observed in standard free recall from long-term memory (e.g., Kahana, 1996; Kahana et al., 2002 ; see also later output positions in Figure 1C ) is striking. The hallmarks of transitions in episodic recall are a contiguity effect, shown here as a peak around 0, and an asymmetry, shown as an increase in recall transitions to Conditional Probability of Recall
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lags in the forward direction (e.g., 11) over transitions in the backward direction (e.g., ]1). These properties have been illustrated extensively in a number of studies from all of the major episodic recall paradigms (see Kahana et al., in press, for a review). To determine whether the apparent effect of lag is reliable, we calculated a linear regression in each recall direction for each participant. The average slope of the regression in the forward direction, ]0.32 6 .04, was highly significant [t(289) 5 7.25, p , .001], indicating a strong effect of lag on recall transitions in the forward direction. The average slope of the regression to lag in the backward direction, 0.20 6 .09, was also significantly different from 0 [t(289) 5 2.15, p , .05], indicating that there was also an effect of lag on recall transitions in the backward direction taken in isolation. The fact that there was an effect of lag for both forward and backward recall transitions, and that these effects went in opposite directions, rules out a confound with recency. Such a confound would be expected to result in a lag effect in one direction or the other, but not both. The lag analysis reveals that although the advantage for neighbors of the initial presentation of the repeated item may be small in absolute terms (Figure 2) , the relative magnitude of the effect is considerable: Words that immediately followed the initial presentation of the repeated item are about 50% more likely to be recalled following recall of the repeated item than one would expect from the control data. The apparent decrease at more remote lags is a consequence of the zero-sum nature of this measure: If the probability of recalling one item on a particular recall attempt is enhanced, the probability of recalling other items is necessarily decreased.
Associative processes in recall initiation. The foregoing analyses were able to isolate a temporally defined associative effect in the early stages of immediate recall that was not attributable to recency per se. A parsimonious explanation of these findings is that associative mechanisms that give rise to temporally defined associations are present even in immediate recency, in contrast with the predictions of extant models of STS (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Davelaar et al., 2005; Kahana, 1996) .
The claim that the first two recall transitions ought to be from the short-term buffer, if that account is correct, seems reasonable on the face of it (Figure 1) . One could argue, however, that even these very early recall transitions from one of the last two items in the list are contaminated by long-term memory processes. To control for this possibility, we examined the effects of repetition on the initiation of recall; that is, if the cue for immediate recency is temporal context along the lines proposed by Howard and Kahana (2002) , there should be some advantage for the neighbors of the repeated item in starting recall, even though no items have yet been recalled.
Before describing these analyses and their results, we describe the tendency to recall the repeated item first. This effect is perhaps interesting in its own right and is important for motivating some aspects of the associative analyses that are presented later. Table 2 shows the probability of first recall for the repeated item in the various experimental conditions in the column labeled "Repeated." The column labeled "Control Sum" gives the PFR that would be expected from summing the PFR from the corresponding serial positions in the control condition. For instance, the control sum for Condition 5,9 is the sum of the PFRs for Serial Positions 5 and 9 from the control condition. In all four experimental conditions, the PFR for the repeated item was significantly larger than would be expected by adding the corresponding serial positions from the control condition. This finding is not predicted by traditional buffer models of STS without elaboration. If the probability of an item entering the buffer were higher if a copy of that item was already present in STS, this result might make sense. However, Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) made precisely the opposite assumption in describing effects in continuous paired associate learning.
Our goal is to examine the PFR for evidence of a boost for the neighbors of the repeated item's initial presentation. We will restrict our attention to X,10 conditions, because the effect of the repeated item on recall initiation should presumably be greater if the repetition immediately precedes recall. 3 Moreover, because our interest was in properties of the recency effect, we tried to eliminate from the analyses participants who might have been engaging in serial recall on some percentage of trials. We excluded all participants who had a PFR of greater than 0.1 for the first serial position. This left 276 participants for the subsequent analyses. 4 In order to compare the PFR from the experimental conditions to the control data, we first need to compensate for the superadditivity of the effect of repetition on recall initiation; because the PFR is constrained to sum to 1.0, a superadditive increase in the PFR for the repeated item will pull down the PFR for the other items in the experimental condition, relative to the corresponding items in the control condition. To this end, we renormalized the experimental PFRs so that the renormalized PFRs for the nonrepeated items summed to 1 for each participant. This was not possible in cases in which the participant always recalled the repeated item first in one of the experimental conditions. Because the participants only received six trials in each of the experimental conditions, this excluded a relatively large number of participants from the subsequent analyses. A total of 149 participants recalled the repeated item first on every trial for either Condition 5,10 or 6,10. After renormalizing the PFRs from the experimental conditions, we calculated a renormalized version of the control PFR for each of the experimental conditions; for instance, in calculating the control for Condition 5,10, we renormalized the control PFR, omitting Serial Positions 5 and 10, so that each participant's renormalized PFR summed to 1.0; 5 participants recalled the last item first on every control trial, making renormalization impossible. Figure 4 shows the renormalized PFR and the corresponding renormalized control PFR for the two experimental conditions in which the repeated item appeared in the last serial position. Again, the most obvious feature of these data is the pronounced recency effect that extends over essentially the entire list. In addition to the recency effect, there also appears to be an advantage for the neighbors of the repeated item over the control PFRs in the forward direction. For instance, in panel A of Figure 4 , there appears to be an advantage for Serial Position 7 in the experimental data relative to the control analysis.
To systematically compare the effect of lag on the renormalized PFR across conditions, we conducted a lag analysis. The relationship between this analysis and the renormalized PFR shown in Figure 4 is precisely analogous to the relationship between the lag analysis of recall transitions from early output positions shown in Figure 3 and the transitions as a function of serial position shown in Figure 2 . Our goal is to reexpress the advantage for neighbors of the initial presentation of the repeated item on recall initiation as a function of lag in a way that controls for the effects of recency and allows us to collapse across conditions. Accordingly, we first calculated the difference between the renormalized PFR and the corresponding control renormalized PFR for each participant at each serial position. Before averaging across conditions, we divided each of these difference scores by the mean of the control renormalized PFR for that serial position. Because our interest was in comparing lags to each other, we only included data from participants who recalled at least one item with lag in the range of ]3 to 13 (inclusive) first in at least one of the experimental conditions. Our reasoning was that participants who did not contribute at least one recall initiation to the lag analysis did not convey any information about the relative probability of recalling items as a function of lag. At this stage of the analysis, 125 participants remained.
Finally, after averaging across conditions, we excluded outliers by removing any values for any lag that were more than 4 SDs from the mean. This excluded a total of four points across the six lags analyzed: one from lag ]3, two from lag ]2, and one from lag ]1. Normalized Probability of First Recall A B Figure 5 shows the results of the lag analysis collapsed across the X,10 conditions. It appears that there is an effect of lag to the initial presentation of the repeated item on the renormalized PFR, particularly in the forward direction. This impression was confirmed by a hierarchical linear regression of relative PFR advantage to lags in the forward direction (11 to 13, inclusive). The mean slope in the forward direction was ].36.1 [t(124) 5 2.45, p , .02]. Considering the lags in the backward direction (]1 to ]3, inclusive), the mean slope of a regression of relative PFR advantage to lag, .306.16, did not quite reach significance [t(120) 5 1.86, p 5 .065]. However, the difference between the forward and backward slopes, taking into account the difference in sign, was highly significant [t(120) 5 2.96, p , .005]. The latter finding is particularly important, because it indicates that the pattern of results could not be a consequence of a confound of lag with recency; although one might imagine recency producing an artifactual effect of lag in one direction or another, such an artifact would not go in opposite directions before and after the repeated item. The finding of different slopes in the forward-versus-backward direction indicates that the curve in Figure 5 is peaked around 0, strongly suggesting an associative effect of item repetition on recall initiation.
DiSCuSSiOn
Multiple mechanisms have been proposed to account for the recency effect in immediate free recall. Extant models created on the basis of sustained activation of end-of-list items in a short-term buffer (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968; Davelaar et al., 2005; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980) predict that temporally defined associations should not contribute to recall initiation or to the recall transitions at early output positions. In contrast, TCM Howard et al., 2006) predicts that temporally defined associations should contribute to immediate recall in addition to the recency effect per se. We evaluated the qualitative predictions of these two types of models by comparing immediate recall in lists where an item from the middle of the list was repeated near the end of the list with immediate recall from control lists that did not contain a repeated item. If immediate recency is in fact associative, we would expect an advantage for the neighbors of the initial presentation of the repeated item over the corresponding serial positions in control lists.
Counter to the predictions of buffer-based accounts of immediate recency, we observed associative effects in both recall transitions during immediate recency (Figure 2) and even in the initiation of immediate recall (Figure 4) . When examined as a function of lag, the form of the associative effects observed in immediate recency (Figures 3 and 5 ) bore a strong resemblance to lag-CRPs observed in recall from long-term memory, which manifest both contiguity and an asymmetry effect (see Kahana et al., in press , for a review). This is consistent with the hypothesis that the same mechanisms that account for temporally defined associations in recall from long-term memory are active in immediate recall.
theoretical implications
The implications of the present study are quite clear: Retrieval in immediate recency is influenced by temporally defined associations. Buffer models of immediate recency (Davelaar et al., 2005; Kahana, 1996; Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980; Sirotin, Kimball, & Kahana, 2005) predict that associative processes should not contribute to the early stages of immediate free recall. Although the present data are inconsistent with buffer models of immediate recency, it may be possible to elaborate these models to accommodate our findings. For example, one could propose that associative processes operate in establishing the occupancy of STS; that is, buffer models can handle associative effects in recall initiation, if repetition of an item automatically recovers information about its neighbors into STS. This recovery of other items into STS is reminiscent of the recovery of contextual information that is central to TCM. If this change were made to a buffer model, this would also lend itself to having a nonintegral buffer capacity (or perhaps partial buffer occupancy). This is also reminiscent of TCM, which postulates a gradually changing state of temporal context.
Another possibility is that LTS contributes to the initiation of immediate free recall. This could explain the present findings if retrieval from LTS is associative, as hypothesized by the SAM model (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980) . The contiguity effect observed in the lag-CRP, according to SAM, is an associative process between recall of items in long-term memory (Kahana, 1996) . However, in the Davelaar et al. (2005) hybrid model, items that are coactive in the buffer do not become associated with each other. Instead, contiguity effects in long-term memory are caused by a gradually changing context signal that serves to cue item recall. The context signal in the hybrid model evolves autonomously and independently of the items being recalled. That is, in the Davelaar et al. (2005) model, neither the lag-CRP from short-term memory nor that from long-term memory results from genuine associations between items, so that it cannot explain the present results as a consequence of contamination from LTS. The present results were predicted by the theoretical framework offered by TCM. In TCM, temporal associations arise from the effect items have on the current state of temporal context, which serves as the cue for recall. In TCM, recall or repetition of an item retrieves the contextual elements that were part of nearby items' encoding contexts. Because contextual drift is caused by retrieved context, temporally defined associations should result from repetition of items within the list or recall of an item in the early stages of an immediate test. TCM predicts asymmetric temporally defined associations at both early and late output positions in immediate free recall.
In TCM, asymmetry in temporally defined associations is a natural consequence of the way in which items recover contextual states. When an item is repeated, the input it causes is composed of two associative components. One of these components is consistent with the effect the item had on the state of context when it was initially presented. These contextual elements persisted during list presentation so that they formed part of the contextual cue for items that followed the initial presentation of the repeated item. This accounts for the forward asymmetry in the lag-CRP. According to TCM, the backward-going part of the lag-CRP is a consequence of the repeated item's being bound to, and subsequently recovering, the contextual elements from its initial presentation. This recovered context overlaps with the contextual cue for items that preceded the initial presentation of the repeated item, resulting in a backward association. Because context changes gradually, the recovered contextual state also overlaps with the contextual cue for subsequent items, resulting in a symmetric retrieval cue. The effect of these different aspects of retrieved context have been extensively described elsewhere (Howard et al., 2005 (Howard et al., , 2006 . Whither Short-term Store? Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) identified the contents of STS with the set of items currently being rehearsed. In this view, access to STS and the selection of which items to maintain is controlled by external strategic factors. For instance, Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) described a number of different experiments using a continuous pairedassociates task. These experiments were modeled using different rules for access to the buffer and different dropout rules, depending on the strategic pressures of the particular variant of the task. Attentional and strategic factors at study lead to effects on memory retrieval by modulating interitem associations and associations to context (Raaijmakers & Shiffrin, 1980) or, more generally, the amount of information transferred to LTS (Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968) .
Studies of overt rehearsal (Brodie & Murdock, 1977; Rundus, 1971; Ward & Tan, 2004; Ward, Woodward, Stevens, & Stinson, 2003) have attempted to examine the contents of the rehearsal buffer by instructing participants to rehearse out loud during study. Overt rehearsal behaves very much like free recall itself. Laming (2006) , in reanalyzing overt rehearsal data collected by Murdock and Metcalfe (1978) , was able to predict the particular item recalled at multiple output positions in immediate free recall. Laming (2006) postulated that the process that gave rise to recall was similar to the process that gave rise to rehearsals, and that participants remembered the items in the order in which they were rehearsed. The fact that these assumptions were as successful as they were in predicting immediate free recalls suggests that rehearsal and free recall reflect similar retrieval mechanisms. Although it is certainly the case that rehearsals have a causal effect on subsequent free recall, it is not at all clear that this necessitates postulating a memory store that "contains" the items in the current rehearsal set. Perhaps it is preferable to describe the rehearsal set as the output of memory retrieval that occurs during presentation of the study list. In this view, rehearsal, rather than reflecting the contents of a memory receptacle, is just free recall that happens during the list. Davelaar et al. (2005) did not identify the contents of their short-term store with rehearsal. They did argue that properties of immediate free recall required a separate memory store based on sustained item activation. This activation-based short-term memory was contrasted with more lasting forms of memory which were identified with a weight-based memory. This parallel finds an analog in TCM, in which the current state of context can be seen as an activation-based representation of recent events (Howard et al., 2005) whereas the matrices enabling states of context to cue items can be seen as longer lasting weightbased memory. Moreover, it is possible that TCM could describe characteristic effects from immediate free recall if equipped with a somewhat elaborated retrieval rule. Although the terminologies used to describe buffer models and TCM are very different, if one identifies the state of the temporal context vector with STS there are really only two salient differences between the two: First, whereas items drop out of the buffer in a sudden all-or-none fashion, information decays gradually from the temporal context vector; second, whereas an item always causes the same input to the buffer each time it is presented, the input to the temporal context vector caused by an item changes as it is repeated in different contexts.
COnCluSiOnS
Short-term buffer models of immediate recency propose that the first several recalls in immediate free recall simply reflect dumping of items from the buffer. We examined the role of associative processes in immediate recency using lists with an item from the middle of the list repeated at or near the end of the list. By closely examining recall transitions from early output positions and recall item) on the PFR when the next-to-last item is repeated, consistent with
